FROM: DRRSA
DATE: 26 OCTOBER 1962

TO: CIA/CHAIRMAN USIB VIA SPIET
CIA/GENERAL CARTER VIA SPIET
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, RC1
SSO, ACST, D/A (MAJOR GENERAL FITCH)
APSSO, USAF (MAJOR GENERAL HREITWEISER)
CHQ, ONI (OP 922Y) (RAIM LOWRANCE)
SSO DIA (LT GENERAL JOSEPH F. CARROLL)
JCS (MAJOR GENERAL RICHARD COLLINS)
AEC
FEI (COURIER)

SECRET / COMINT CHANNELS/NOFORN

F05/ 334

REF F05/310-62, 22234Z LINE THREE ABOVE MESSAGE SHOULD BE AMENDED TO READ QUOTE WILL BE REPORTED AS TOP SECRET CAT THREE NOFORN EXCEPT

M/R Self-explanatory

1/F05/3538-8/26 Oct 62/mb